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A new booklet is available through NAMI – Advocating for People with Mental Illnesses
in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.

NAMI-MN Resources

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
answer was essentially, “someone who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
journey to become a skilled psychothera-
pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.

It was challenging to stop the momen-
tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
dynamics, which suppressed difficult
discussion for the sake of cohesion.

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

It will be easier for

psychiatrists to venture

forth armed with feedback

from the membership and

firmly grounded in values

worth defending in our

profession.

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
MPS members will be receiving dues renewal notices in the coming weeks. MPS
and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
psychiatry. Our members are our greatest asset and we hope you will continue to
support us with your dues and your time.

In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
years ago we compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
economic and political environments, your membership in this organization is
simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.

Health care reform has the nation’s attention; and physicians, especially
psychiatrists, need be at the table. The APA represents psychiatry in those national
discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
serve on our Legislative Committee, our Subcommittee on Non-medical Prescrib-
ing, our CNS Task Force and our Public Affairs Committee. Please contact Linda
Vukelich at l.vukelich@comcast.net or 651-407-1873 to volunteer.

We need your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
and the patients you serve. Please renew today. !

It will be easier for psychiatrists to
venture forth armed with feedback from
the membership and firmly grounded in

values worth defending in our profes-
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
wholeheartedness and the
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
our speakers were embraced by this
group of psychiatrists. We must ulti-
mately meet with other stakeholders to
be part of the coming change in psychia-
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
to all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
involved. I would personally like to see
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
its members in anticipation of the need
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
psychiatric identity which includes
“leader” will better prepare our mem-
bers to create a safe and effective mental
health system for our patients. !
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

SMP PAC
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
a bit, encouraging conversations.  Dominic also helps us decide
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
agenda in 2009.  When possible, PAC contributions are hand-
delivered to the candidate over conversations.  A phone call,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that

we exist, that we are person-
ally/actively involved, and that
we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from

MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescrib-
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
patient access and safety.  Thanks for your support!  !

JOIN TODAY!

2016, Number 4
Volume XLIX

Improving Minnesota’s mental health care through education, advocacy and sound psychiatric practice

Your patients, your colleagues,
and your profession thank you.

www.Fast-TrackerMN.org

Minnesota Psychiatry Welcomes New Leaders 

Eduardo Colón, MD, has been named the new Chief of the HCMC/Henne-
pin Health System Department of Psychiatry.

Dr. Colón has served as Vice-Chief of the department since 1998. He 
started at HCMC as in intern in 1979 and completed his residency and 
fellowship at the University of Minnesota, where he is a professor in the 
Department of Psychiatry. He has been an active administrative leader, 
teacher, researcher, and clinician throughout his career. He also has the 
respect of the psychiatric community locally and across the state.

The mission of the Department of Psychiatry is to provide a full spectrum of services for 
those with major behavioral and emotional difficulties, especially the serious and persistently 
mentally ill population in the metro and beyond. Q

Sophia Vinogradov, MD, has just 
recently been appointed Donald W. 
Hastings Endowed Chair in Psychiatry 
and Department Head of Psychiatry at 
the University of Minnesota Medical 
School. She was previously the Vice-
Chair of the Department of Psychi-
atry at the University of California, 
San Francisco, and Associate Chief 
of Staff for Mental Health at the San Francisco 
VA Medical Center. She received her MD from 
Wayne State University School of Medicine, 
obtained her psychiatry residency training at 
Stanford University School of Medicine, where 
she served as Chief Resident, and completed a 
Psychiatric Neurosciences Research Fellowship 
at the Palo Alto VA Medical Center and Stanford 
University. 

Dr. Vinogradov directs a translational 
clinical neuroscience laboratory that focuses 
on cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia. In 
collaboration with basic scientists, she studies 
neuroscience-informed computerized cognitive 
training exercises for patients with schizophre-
nia that aim to drive enduring plastic changes in 
cortical processing. Dr. Vinogradov uses MEG 
and fMRI methods to probe the brain changes 
in both early sensory processing and high-
er-order cognitive operations in subjects who 

undergo this cognitive training. 
More recently, she has begun to 
apply these methods to the study 
of adolescents who are prodromal 
for schizophrenia and young 
adults in early psychosis, with the 
goal of delaying or preventing the 
onset of a deteriorating psychiat-
ric illness. Her work has con-

tributed to a growing interest in the use 
of computerized “brain training” to treat 
some of the brain information processing 
abnormalities of psychiatric illnesses, and 
she was a participant at the White House 
conference on “Video Games to Enhance 
Attention and Well-Being.” Q

Eduardo Colón, MD

Sophia Vinogradov, MD
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pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.
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tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
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and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
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In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
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simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.
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discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
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Editor’s Column 
Allison Holt, MD

The Minnesota Medical Association House of Delegates 
(HOD) will meet again for the first time in three years 
at the MMA convention this year. In 2013, the HOD was 
suspended and a new body, the Policy Council, replaced 

the HOD for a trial of three years. At the meeting of the HOD this year, which 
takes place at 7:45 am on Saturday, September 24th at the MMA convention, the 
delegates will vote on a resolution that proposes permanent dissolution of the 
HOD. 

The HOD is made up of a maximum of 262 members appointed by compo-
nent medical societies, specialty societies, sections, and at-large members with 
no component society by the MMA. The HOD has authority over the Board 
of Trustees. The Policy Council does not have authority over the Board, but is 
advisory in nature. There are 40 appointed Policy Council members and they 
are charged with synthesizing member input and making recommendations to 
the Board of Trustees on policy issues.

Any MMA member can comment on this issue at the meeting. The MMA 
encourages all members to review the resolution and the background mate-
rials and provide feedback. You can comment by sending an email to mma@
mnmed.org. If you want to make changes to the resolution you have to be a 
delegate. 

Unfortunately, the HOD meeting is on the same day as the NAMI Walk. The 
up-side is that we have a choice for how we want to be active in our communi-
ty; not a bad choice! We hope to see you at one of these events. Q

Since our last newsletter, Governor Day-
ton appointed a Task Force on Mental 
Health and included two MPS member 

psychiatrists (Drs. Paul Goering and Bruce Sutor); MPS members 
should know that we have two experienced colleagues at the ta-
ble.  The work of the Task Force and other efforts are critical, as I 
believe many of us have identified myriad concerns with the cur-
rent state of Minnesota’s mental health system.  The Task Force, 
fall elections, and the upcoming 2017 legislative session make 
this moment in time critical to ensuring the needs of psychia-
trists, our patients, and their families are met through productive 
systemic change.  

Yet, few imagine such change will be easy—or swift.  It is 
in this context that Drs. Wells, Goering, and I have begun to 
dialogue about crafting a multi-year strategy to guide MPS lead-
ership priorities—a strategic approach to ensuring that we are 
pursuing a consensus driven, “long-view” agenda to meet our 
members’ needs.  This discussion is just beginning and has been 
informed in part by conversations I have had individually with 

many members of the MPS Council. We are now preparing a 
(brief) electronic survey to help inform our next steps in this 
process.

Developing a strategic plan for MPS will provide a shared 
framework to help guide the Council and leadership in the 
months and years ahead as the Task Force makes its recom-
mendations to the Governor and as the legislature addresses 
the same report beginning in January.  Such a plan will not pre-
clude the Society and Council from responding nimbly as the 
situation requires, but rather it will emphasize the legislative, 
advocacy, educational, and other efforts MPS members find to 
be of greatest relevance to their practice in 2016 and beyond.

As we move through this process specifically and more 
generally as well, I welcome your feedback and suggestions 
regarding our Society’s direction (and thank those who have 
already reached out).  I believe that Minnesota is, in general, a 
wonderful place to practice medicine. Still, there are certainly 
areas upon which our professional expertise can be brought to 
bear to achieve lasting improvement! Q

Cost of Direct Care and Treatment
A bulletin from DHS outlines the per diem rates as of July 1, 2016, for direct 
care and treatment facilities such as Anoka, CABHS program, and the Min-
nesota Security Hospital. The per diem reflects the sum of all anticipated 
costs divided by the projected patient days in treatment. A few facilities and 
their rates are listed below. The full bulletin is on the DHS website.

Mental Health Services Per Diem Rate
Anoka Metro Regional Treatment Center (AMRTC)  $1,375
Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health Services (CABHS)  $3,562
Community Behavioral Health Hospitals (CBHH)  $1,866
Minnesota Security Hospital (MSH) $670
Competency Restoration Program (CRP)  $744

MPS Fall Meeting on Mood Disorders 
Join us October 1!

Features Experts from Mayo Clinic University of 
Minnesota, VA Medical Center, and more! Highly 

interactive format. Reception follows.
Go to www.MnPsychSoc.org to register or call 651-407-1873 for more information.

MPS Fall Program Offers Interactive Focus on Mood Disorders
Mood disorders are among the most common and burdensome 
of mental health conditions—the World Health Organization 
(WHO) considers major depression as the third-highest cause 
of disease burden worldwide. They are also difficult to treat. 
Up to a third of MDD patients do not respond to conventional 
antidepressants, and rates of poor response to pharmacothera-
py and non-pharmacological interventions are even higher for 
patients with bipolar I or II depression. Specific clinical contexts 
such as pregnancy, the post-partum period, advanced age, and 
adolescence, and rapidly evolving treatment approaches add to 
the complexity of treating mood disorders in the modern clinical 
environment. This symposium will address these issues. Partic-
ipants will learn of new and future developments in the assess-
ment and treatment of mood disorders across the age spectrum 
and in special patient populations, including the use of neuro-
modulatory approaches for difficult-to-treat mood syndromes.

Planners have developed an interactive program enhanced 
with hands-on demonstrations. The program was designed by 
and for psychiatrists, but all mental health professionals and 
health professionals are welcome, including students and resi-
dents. Participants will be able to:
�� 5HYLHZ�XS�WR�GDWH�UHVHDUFK�ILQGLQJV�DQG�WUHDWPHQW�WDFWLFV�DV�

applied to the treatment of adults with bipolar depression.

�� 'HVFULEH�HIIHFWLYH�VWUDWHJLHV�IRU�GLDJQRVLQJ�DQG�WUHDWLQJ�
adolescents with depressive disorders.

�� $SSUDLVH�WKH�FXUUHQW�VWDWH�RI�NQRZOHGJH�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�
regarding ketamine for treatment-resistant unipolar and 
bipolar depression.

�� 'HVFULEH�HIIHFWLYH�VWUDWHJLHV�IRU�VFUHHQLQJ��GLDJQRVLQJ��DQG�
treating depressive disorders in elderly adults.

�� 5HYLHZ�HIIHFWLYH�VWUDWHJLHV�IRU�VFUHHQLQJ��GLDJQRVLQJ��DQG�
treating postpartum mood and anxiety disorders.

�� 5HYLHZ�WKH�FOLQLFDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ��SDWLHQW�VHOHFWLRQ��DQG�ODWHVW�
evidence for the use of transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) for difficult-to-treat cases of major depression.

�� ,GHQWLI\�NH\�QRQ�SKDUPDFRORJLFDO�DSSURDFKHV�WR�WKH�
formulation and management of patients with borderline 
personality disorder or features.  

�� 'LVFXVV�IXWXUH�DSSOLFDWLRQV�RI�H[LVWLQJ�QHXURPRGXODWLRQ�
therapeutics in psychiatry and beyond, and define the most 
promising neuromodulatory technologies and approaches 
to treating neuropsychiatric disorders currently in 
development.

Join presenters and others for a reception immediately follow-
ing the program at the Minnesota Humanities Center in St 
Paul. Register online at www.MnPsychSoc.org for October 1! Q
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Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that
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we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from
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you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
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in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.
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psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
answer was essentially, “someone who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
journey to become a skilled psychothera-
pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.

It was challenging to stop the momen-
tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
dynamics, which suppressed difficult
discussion for the sake of cohesion.

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

It will be easier for

psychiatrists to venture

forth armed with feedback

from the membership and

firmly grounded in values

worth defending in our

profession.

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
MPS members will be receiving dues renewal notices in the coming weeks. MPS
and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
psychiatry. Our members are our greatest asset and we hope you will continue to
support us with your dues and your time.

In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
years ago we compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
economic and political environments, your membership in this organization is
simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.

Health care reform has the nation’s attention; and physicians, especially
psychiatrists, need be at the table. The APA represents psychiatry in those national
discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
serve on our Legislative Committee, our Subcommittee on Non-medical Prescrib-
ing, our CNS Task Force and our Public Affairs Committee. Please contact Linda
Vukelich at l.vukelich@comcast.net or 651-407-1873 to volunteer.

We need your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
and the patients you serve. Please renew today. !

It will be easier for psychiatrists to
venture forth armed with feedback from
the membership and firmly grounded in

values worth defending in our profes-
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
wholeheartedness and the
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
our speakers were embraced by this
group of psychiatrists. We must ulti-
mately meet with other stakeholders to
be part of the coming change in psychia-
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
to all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
involved. I would personally like to see
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
its members in anticipation of the need
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
psychiatric identity which includes
“leader” will better prepare our mem-
bers to create a safe and effective mental
health system for our patients. !
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2016 Gloria Segal Medical Student Award Winners
MPS gives the Gloria Segal Medical Student Award to fourth year medical students who demonstrate 
excellence in the care of psychiatric patients, show outstanding performance during pre-clinical and clinical 
rotations in psychiatry, and exhibit enthusiasm for the psychiatric profession. Award winners demonstrate 
excellence in scholarly and/or research activities and community involvement on behalf of those with mental 
illness. Congratulations to our winners!

Jimmy Wang
Junao (Jimmy) Wang has a wide array of professional, academic, scientific, and voluntary experiences 
that could have lead him in a number of directions. Psychiatry won the day, and those experiences will 
serve him (and his future patients!) well. His research covers pediatrics and endocrinology, as well as 
psychiatry where he has been part of cutting-edge research around Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation. 
His professional experiences as a community advisor and in primary care clinics have given him 
the opportunity to work directly with patients.  He is a member of the APA, the American College of 
Physicians, and the American Medical Student Association. His poster presentations tie together his 
research and professional experiences to offer unique strategies for implementation and practice. His 
volunteer time focuses on service to those in need. The good news is that Jimmy will be a member of the 
next class of psychiatry residents at the University of Minnesota! Congratulations, Jimmy Wang!

The Mayo Medical School decided to honor two recipients this year: Nihil (Sunny) Patel and Keith Miller. 

Sunny Patel
Nikhil (Sunny) Patel, Sunny’s name fits him, particularly when you hear about his interests and passions. 
Sunny is originally from California and he moved here in 2011 to attend the Mayo Graduate School of 
Medicine. His awards and honors point to his commitment to caring, teaching, and serving– in medicine 
and in life – at home and around the world. His dedication to mentoring has played an important role 
throughout his education. Patel’s published research is expansive, and covers topics from heart disease 
to pediatric bipolar disorder. His articles reveal his dedication for the medical profession, and the role 
of the individual in today’s distressed world. He will continue to pursue his training at the Cambridge 
Health Alliance.

Keith Miller
Keith Miller will soon be starting as a resident in the Mayo psychiatry residency program. Although 
his academic awards and contributions to academic endeavors and institutions as a teaching assistant, 
admissions committee member, and conference co-coordinator are stellar, it is Miller’s depth and 
breadth of community service that draws attention. His service as a mentor and volunteer has 
benefited preschoolers through high-school aged youth, offering support for everything from hot 
meals to exposure to medical, scientific, and academic pursuits – often with a twist. His integration of 
superheroes and comic book do-gooders reminds us of the potential impact his outreach to the youth he 
serves could have. This psychiatric community looks forward to the day when he will join our ranks.

MPS congratulates our 2016 Gloria Segal Medical Student Scholarship Award winners! Q 

Gloria Segal Medical Student Award Needs You!
Since 1997, the Gloria Segal Medical Stu-
dent Award has contributed to the careers 
of our honorees and helped to ensure that 
the ranks of Minnesota psychiatry include 
our best and brightest. The fund began 
with a gift from the Gloria Segal Family, 
and continues to this day through the gen-
erosity of donors. 

Like many other funds relying on do-
nations and interest to continue, the Gloria 
Segal Fund is facing hard times. Our net 
balance has waned since 2008 and we have 
had to reach out to MPS for help. Since that 
model is not sustainable, the Gloria Segal 
Scholarship Award Fund Chair, Maurice 
Dysken, MD, is now working with the 
Minnesota Mental Health Community 
Foundation (MHCF) on a fundraising 
campaign. MHCF is the foundation started 
by MPS to support efforts beyond the MPS 
mission but important to MPS members 
and their patients—projects that benefit the 
psychiatric and mental health community 
in Minnesota. The MHCF mission is to 
support and promote access outreach and 
education about mental health treatment 
and systems of care. MPS is delighted to 
partner on this important endeavor, which 
certainly supports the MPS mission to im-
prove Minnesota’s mental health care through education, advocacy and sound psychiatric practice, and 
support the vision of physician leadership creating the nation’s highest quality, most affordable, and 
accessible system of mental health care.

MPS and MHCF medical school leadership, are inviting you to join us as donors and supporters of 
the Gloria Segal Fund. Together, we can support and encourage the future of psychiatry in Minnesota. 
You can start today. Look for the MHCF insert in this issue and mail in your donation right away! You 
can also go to the MPS website, click on the “More...” tab, then choose ”Foundation” and go from there! 

There is another way you can help. After 25 years, Dr. Dysken is stepping down from his role as the 
chair of the Gloria Segal Scholarship Awards Fund, and is looking for someone to work with for the 
next year who will take the reigns in mid 2017 for the 2018 giving cycle. Will you consider the role? Dr. 
Dysken notes the benefits: he contacts decision-makers at the two medical schools, Mayo and the U of 
M, to remind them of the critieria by which they will determine an award winner from each school. 
Then Dr. Dysken arranges for lunch with the winner, MPS president, and himself. Dr. Dysken shares 
CVs and photos (provided by award winners) with MPS to include in the newsletter and to prepare 
awards and presentation scripts. Then, all that is left is introducing the award winners and presenting 
their awards at the annual recognition dinner. Please contact Dr. Dysken or the MPS office to volunteer. 

Thank you for your support — the future of Minnesota psychiatry thanks you! Q

Gloria Segal Medical Student Scholarship Awardees
Year University of Minnesota Mayo Graduate School of Medicie

1997 Cheri Homuth Ellen Min Cutler
1998 Charles M. Moss, III Jesse A. Goodman
1999 Scott A. Oakman Anna M. Georgiopoulos
2000 Susan E. Swigart Carol A. Pearson
2001 Kevin M. Knight Laura M. Worrel
2002 James B. Christenson Katherine W. White
2003 Jennifer Belisle Roberts Melissa Buboltz
2004 Kelsey Carignan Sandra Joan Rackley
2005 Kerry Wangen Benjamin J. Peake
2006 Kyle Allen Williams Rebecca Marie Capasso
2007 Frederick Langheim Kathleen A. Hecksel
2008 Christopher Erickson Kristin Frances & Jennifer Vande Voort
2009 David Baldes Anna K. McDowell
2010 Joshua Silberstein Cara J. Alexander
2011 Travis Dunn Matthew P. Lahaie
2012 Nisha Fernandes Chaitanya Pabbati & Julia Shekunov
2013 Hannah K. Betcher Morgan Mallory Medlock
2014 Anna Donaghue & Katie Thorsness Linda Drozdowicz & Kei Yoshimatsu
2015 Dane Jensen Brooke Rosen
2016 Junao (Jimmy) Wang Keith Miller & Nikhil (Sunny) Patel

Lloyd Wells, MD, presents Maurice 
Dysken, MD, with the 2016 
Distinguished Service Award which 
acknowledges his work with the 
Gloria Segal Fund. 
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Ideas of Reference Sept/Oct 2008 M I N N E S O T A    P S Y C H I A T R I C    S O C I E T Y Working on behalf of psychiatric physicians and their patients

MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

SMP PAC
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
a bit, encouraging conversations.  Dominic also helps us decide
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
agenda in 2009.  When possible, PAC contributions are hand-
delivered to the candidate over conversations.  A phone call,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that

we exist, that we are person-
ally/actively involved, and that
we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from

MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescrib-
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
patient access and safety.  Thanks for your support!  !

    5!
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A new booklet is available through NAMI – Advocating for People with Mental Illnesses
in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.

NAMI-MN Resources

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
answer was essentially, “someone who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
journey to become a skilled psychothera-
pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.

It was challenging to stop the momen-
tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
dynamics, which suppressed difficult
discussion for the sake of cohesion.

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

It will be easier for

psychiatrists to venture

forth armed with feedback

from the membership and

firmly grounded in values

worth defending in our

profession.

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
MPS members will be receiving dues renewal notices in the coming weeks. MPS
and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
psychiatry. Our members are our greatest asset and we hope you will continue to
support us with your dues and your time.

In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
years ago we compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
economic and political environments, your membership in this organization is
simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.

Health care reform has the nation’s attention; and physicians, especially
psychiatrists, need be at the table. The APA represents psychiatry in those national
discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
serve on our Legislative Committee, our Subcommittee on Non-medical Prescrib-
ing, our CNS Task Force and our Public Affairs Committee. Please contact Linda
Vukelich at l.vukelich@comcast.net or 651-407-1873 to volunteer.

We need your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
and the patients you serve. Please renew today. !

It will be easier for psychiatrists to
venture forth armed with feedback from
the membership and firmly grounded in

values worth defending in our profes-
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
wholeheartedness and the
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
our speakers were embraced by this
group of psychiatrists. We must ulti-
mately meet with other stakeholders to
be part of the coming change in psychia-
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
to all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
involved. I would personally like to see
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
its members in anticipation of the need
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
psychiatric identity which includes
“leader” will better prepare our mem-
bers to create a safe and effective mental
health system for our patients. !
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EMERGING RISKS  
REQUIRE ENHANCED COVERAGE 

The dedicated experts at PRMS® are pleased to bring you an enhanced  
psychiatric malpractice insurance policy that protects you from emerging risks.

MEDICAL LICENSE PROCEEDINGS
Limits up to $150,000

Actual terms, coverages, conditions and exclusions may vary by state. Insurance coverage provided by Fair American Insurance and Reinsurance Company (NAIC 35157).  
FAIRCO is an authorized carrier in California, ID number 3715-7. www.fairco.com. In California, d/b/a Transatlantic Professional Risk Management and Insurance Services.

(800) 245-3333    PsychProgram.com/EnhancedPolicy    TheProgram@prms.com

More than an insurance policy

These are just a few of our enhanced coverages included at no additional cost.   
Contact us to learn more.

DATA BREACH
Limits up to $30,000

HIPAA VIOLATIONS
Limits up to $50,000

ASSAULT BY A PATIENT
Limits up to $30,000

NAMI MN Update
Carrie Borchardt, MD

In 2013-2014, while I was serving as your 
president of MPS, I started to think about what 
my next gig would be after completing that role. 
As many of you know, I very much enjoyed 
my three years as president-elect through past 
president. It was inspiring and energizing. I 
believed I was doing good work.  I could also 
see the need for continued advocacy for our 
profession and our patients. It was through my 
work as president of MPS that I became better 
acquainted with Sue Abderholden, executive 
director of NAMI MN. It quickly became clear 
to me that she is a powerful advocate for mental 
health in our state, and that Sue and NAMI 
represent important voices at the Capitol for the 
needs of those with mental illness. 

I joined the Board of Directors for NAMI MN in January 
2015. My goal in doing so was to bring my experience as a child 
psychiatrist to the work of NAMI, and to be a bridge for collabo-
ration between MPS, MSCAP, and NAMI MN. NAMI is the most 
important family advocacy organization for 
mental illness in our country. It was founded 
40 years ago by families, in collaboration with 
APA. There is a long history of relationship 
and collaboration between these two organiza-
tions. Ironically, I found that my own history of 
mental health treatment and my struggles with 
my family members disabled by mental illness 
made me a really good fit for my NAMI work 
and for my bridging role with MPS and MSCAP. 

I have not been disappointed by my invest-
ment with NAMI. In 2015, NAMI MN collabo-
rated with MPS and other regional health and 
mental health organizations to obtain the largest increase in state 
spending ever received for treatment and supportive services 
for patients who have mental illness. In an annual report, NAMI 
national held up NAMI MN as an example of a state that has been 
especially successful. MN was one of only 11 states that increased 
investment in mental health care every year from 2013 to 2015.  

We just completed the 2016 legislative session. We had many 
successes this session. Foster care parents will be required to 
have training in fetal alcohol spectrum. School-linked mental 
health grants were increased. As a child psychiatrist, I have 
had many families report benefit from these clinics within the 
schools. The therapists can work more closely with teachers, and 

parents do not have to take off work to get 
their kids to therapy. Prisoners will no longer 
be charged copayments in order to get men-
tal health treatment while in prison. NAMI 
has advocated strongly for increased state 
support of training, including psychiatry res-
idency slots. They actively supported MMA’s 
Prior Authorization Bill, which unfortunately 
did not pass. 

Sue Abderholden responds quickly and 
skillfully to legislative issues as they come 
up. Recently, she became aware of a national 
bill that would have threatened the funding 
source of hundreds of our child residential 
treatment beds in MN. It could have been 

devastating for those programs. She quickly sprang to action 
and spent hours contacting state and national legislators and 
other mental health organizations. She was able to get the in-
tent of the wording clarified in the record to save the funding 
for our programs.  

These are examples of how NAMI’s work 
benefits all of us. However, the greater work 
of NAMI MN is the extensive array of no cost 
family support materials, guidance, support 
groups, and family training. 

I am writing this article for several pur-
poses. I want to update you on the important 
work of NAMI MN. I am hoping that you 
will tell the families you care for about the 
support NAMI offers them. I have heard 
many families say that NAMI saved their 
family. NAMI is a great partner for the treat-
ment work that you do. I want to make you 

aware of some of the legislative work of NAMI. Finally, I want 
to ask you to consider supporting NAMI financially.  

NAMI MN is supported by donations and grants. As a 
board member, I can attest to the wise financial stewardship 
of this organization. MPS has a team for the NAMI Walk. I 
encourage you to donate online to Minnesota NAMI Walk, 
and we would love it if you would do that through our team. 
Be sure to donate or join through MN NAMI. Money sent to 
national NAMI does not come to MN. 

Thank you for reading this and for any support you give 
us. Q 
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

SMP PAC
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
a bit, encouraging conversations.  Dominic also helps us decide
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
agenda in 2009.  When possible, PAC contributions are hand-
delivered to the candidate over conversations.  A phone call,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that

we exist, that we are person-
ally/actively involved, and that
we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from

MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescrib-
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
patient access and safety.  Thanks for your support!  !

    5!
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A new booklet is available through NAMI – Advocating for People with Mental Illnesses
in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.

NAMI-MN Resources

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
answer was essentially, “someone who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
journey to become a skilled psychothera-
pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.

It was challenging to stop the momen-
tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
dynamics, which suppressed difficult
discussion for the sake of cohesion.

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

It will be easier for

psychiatrists to venture

forth armed with feedback

from the membership and

firmly grounded in values

worth defending in our

profession.

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
MPS members will be receiving dues renewal notices in the coming weeks. MPS
and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
psychiatry. Our members are our greatest asset and we hope you will continue to
support us with your dues and your time.

In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
years ago we compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
economic and political environments, your membership in this organization is
simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.

Health care reform has the nation’s attention; and physicians, especially
psychiatrists, need be at the table. The APA represents psychiatry in those national
discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
serve on our Legislative Committee, our Subcommittee on Non-medical Prescrib-
ing, our CNS Task Force and our Public Affairs Committee. Please contact Linda
Vukelich at l.vukelich@comcast.net or 651-407-1873 to volunteer.

We need your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
and the patients you serve. Please renew today. !

It will be easier for psychiatrists to
venture forth armed with feedback from
the membership and firmly grounded in

values worth defending in our profes-
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
wholeheartedness and the
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
our speakers were embraced by this
group of psychiatrists. We must ulti-
mately meet with other stakeholders to
be part of the coming change in psychia-
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
to all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
involved. I would personally like to see
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
its members in anticipation of the need
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
psychiatric identity which includes
“leader” will better prepare our mem-
bers to create a safe and effective mental
health system for our patients. !
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In Memoriam

Gabe J. Maletta, MD
Jim Jordan, MD

Gabe Maletta was a proud Italian from Paterson, New Jersey, 
where William Carlos Williams, the physician-poet, practiced. He 
left the East Coast and traveled to Berkeley, California, to earn a 
PhD in physiology. There he was mentored by a woman with an 
interest in rat brains who bonded with him over their shared Ital-
ian heritage and set him on his path. He attended medical school 
at Case Western Reserve in Cleveland, Ohio, and his interest in 
neurology and the physiology of the brain led him to a career in 
geriatric psychiatry.  He was the author of numerous books and 
articles on topics associated with the neurochemistry of the aging 
brain. For almost four decades, he worked at VA Medical Center 
Minneapolis and as a clinical professor at the University of Min-
nesota Medical School, focusing his attention on the diagnosis 
and treatment—drug and non-drug—of neuropsychiatric illness 
of the elderly, including behavioral and psychological symptoms 
in dementia patients, the pharmacologic uniqueness of the elder-
ly, and the care of chronic caregivers.

I met Gabe when we worked together as consultants at Blue 
Cross. My job was to orient him to the ins and outs of doing 
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medical necessity reviews for the insurance industry. He was a 
quick study so we talked about the job of adjusting from doing 
direct patient care to this new role of reviewer, including the 
ethics of balancing patient needs with insurance policies. Our 
conversations over time said volumes about his sensitivity to 
patients and the wisdom he was bringing to the job.

In early 2016, Gabe was diagnosed with two kinds of 
liver cancer, and after a few very hard months he died this 
spring. His funeral was a wonderful celebration of a cherished 
husband and father, a much respected psychiatrist, and a 
well loved friend.  That Gabe was a warm, approachable, and 
down-to-earth person is clear from the “Everything we need 
to know we learned from dad” list printed on the back of his 
memorial card:
�� 7HOO�WKH�WUXWK��NHHS�\RXU�SURPLVHV��DQG�VD\�\RX·UH�VRUU\�
�� $�SDUHQW·V�ORYH�IRU�KLV�KHU�FKLOGUHQ�LV�HWHUQDO�
�� ,W·V�2.�WR�FU\�DQG�WR�NLVV�\RXU�IDWKHU�
�� 0RP�GRHVQ·W�QHHG�WR�NQRZ�HYHU\WKLQJ�
�� ,I�\RX�IDLO��WU\�KDUGHU�QH[W�WLPH�
�� 5HPHPEHU�WKH�SRRU�SHRSOH��DQG�EH�WKDQNIXO�IRU�\RXU�JRRG�

fortune.
This lovely man and colleague of 

ours surely has left his mark on our 
community. I had my fortunate but 
brief encounter with Gabe and that 
will stay with me. Q

Nominees Sought!
The MPS Nominating Committee, 
chaired by MPS Past President 
Lloyd Wells, MD, is seeking sug-
gestions and volunteers for the 2017 
slate of nominees. 

Please contact MPS to volunteer 
to serve or to offer suggestions for 
nominees. Whether you are a res-
ident, a fellow, an early career mem-
ber, or a general member, you will 
be considered. Thank you for your 
membership and for considering 
contributing your time and talents 
to MPS service! Q

For over 40 years, we have provided psychiatrists with  
exceptional protection and personalized service.  
We o!er comprehensive insurance coverage and superior  
risk management support through an “A” rated carrier.  
In addition to superior protection, our clients receive individual 
attention, underwriting expertise, and, where approved  
by states, premium discounts.

Endorsed by the American Psychiatric Association,  
our Professional Liability Program Provides:

L E A D E R S  I N  P S Y C H I A T R I C  M E D I C A L  L I A B I L I T Y  I N S U R A N C E

Visit us at apamalpractice.com or call 877.740.1777 to learn more.

  Risk Management Hotline should an emergency arise  

  Insuring Company rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best

   Telepsychiatry, ECT Coverage & Forensic Psychiatric  
Services are included

  Many discounts, including Claims-Free, New Business  
& No Surcharge for Claims (subject to state approval)  

   Interest-free quarterly payments/credit cards accepted

We’ve got  
         you covered.
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Ideas of Reference Sept/Oct 2008 M I N N E S O T A    P S Y C H I A T R I C    S O C I E T Y Working on behalf of psychiatric physicians and their patients

MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

SMP PAC
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
a bit, encouraging conversations.  Dominic also helps us decide
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
agenda in 2009.  When possible, PAC contributions are hand-
delivered to the candidate over conversations.  A phone call,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that

we exist, that we are person-
ally/actively involved, and that
we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from

MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescrib-
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
patient access and safety.  Thanks for your support!  !

    5!
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A new booklet is available through NAMI – Advocating for People with Mental Illnesses
in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.

NAMI-MN Resources

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
answer was essentially, “someone who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
journey to become a skilled psychothera-
pist and how we must sit with our patients
long enough to understand them and to
get the therapeutic process started. He has
shared his knowledge with young psychia-
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
advised that we explain our profession to
our patients and that we achieve and
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.

As much as the ideas of the speakers
resonated, the order of the breakout
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
produce a product at the end of the day.
The process included all three speakers in
a row followed by all three breakout
sessions. Each breakout session addressed
a question posed by each of our three
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
large group was broken into four smaller
groups of 10 individuals. Between
breakout sessions, the small groups were
shuffled so that people would have a
chance to meet and work with as many
others in the audience as possible includ-
ing our speakers.

It was challenging to stop the momen-
tum from the first breakout session, in
order to start over with a new question
without the benefit of a talk in between. It
would have been easier and more effective
to hear a speaker followed by a breakout
session while the ideas generated by the
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
process with another speaker and that
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
considerable feedback from the breakout
groups but the day ran out before the
feedback could be boiled down into a
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
harder issues were not addressed in depth
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
interest, perhaps because of group
dynamics, which suppressed difficult
discussion for the sake of cohesion.

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

It will be easier for

psychiatrists to venture

forth armed with feedback

from the membership and

firmly grounded in values

worth defending in our

profession.

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
MPS members will be receiving dues renewal notices in the coming weeks. MPS
and APA are your professional organization and exist exclusively to represent
psychiatry. Our members are our greatest asset and we hope you will continue to
support us with your dues and your time.

In 2006, MPS determined to raise dues for the first time since the eighties by
incrementally increasing the annual dues from $200 to a total of $300 per year. This
year’s dues will include the final increase which amounts to just 13¢ a day. Two
years ago we compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
economic and political environments, your membership in this organization is
simply too important to measure in pennies and dimes.

Health care reform has the nation’s attention; and physicians, especially
psychiatrists, need be at the table. The APA represents psychiatry in those national
discussions and MPS works with the Minnesota Medical Association and the
mental health advocacy community in Minnesota. MPS is looking for volunteers to
serve on our Legislative Committee, our Subcommittee on Non-medical Prescrib-
ing, our CNS Task Force and our Public Affairs Committee. Please contact Linda
Vukelich at l.vukelich@comcast.net or 651-407-1873 to volunteer.

We need your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
and the patients you serve. Please renew today. !

It will be easier for psychiatrists to
venture forth armed with feedback from
the membership and firmly grounded in

values worth defending in our profes-
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
wholeheartedness and the
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
our speakers were embraced by this
group of psychiatrists. We must ulti-
mately meet with other stakeholders to
be part of the coming change in psychia-
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
to all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
involved. I would personally like to see
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
its members in anticipation of the need
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
psychiatric identity which includes
“leader” will better prepare our mem-
bers to create a safe and effective mental
health system for our patients. !
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Opportunities at Fairview Health Services 
Named One of America’s Best Employers by Forbes  
Fairview Health Services and University of Minnesota Medical Center are seeking board certified/ board eligible Psychiatrists for a 
variety of practice opportunities throughout the Twin Cities. 

Positions include:
�� *HQHUDO�$GXOW�,QSDWLHQW�3V\FKLDWU\��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0LQQHVRWD�0HGLFDO�&HQWHU��0LQQHDSROLV
�� 3V\FKLDWU\�&RQVXOW�/LDLVRQ�6HUYLFH��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0LQQHVRWD�0HGLFDO�&HQWHU��0LQQHDSROLV
�� 3V\FKLDWU\��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0LQQHVRWD�0HGLFDO�&HQWHU��0LQQHDSROLV
�� &ROODERUDWLYH�&DUH�3V\FKLDWU\��2XWSDWLHQW��(ON�5LYHU��01�����PLQV�1:�RI�0LQQHDSROLV�
�� &KLOG�$GROHVFHQW�3V\FKLDWU\��2XWSDWLHQW��(ON�5LYHU��01�����PLQV�1:�RI�0LQQHDSROLV�
�� &KLOG�$GROHVFHQW�3V\FKLDWU\��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0LQQHVRWD�0DVRQLF�&KLOGUHQ·V�+RVSLWDO��0LQQHDSROLV�

As a part of the Fairview Health Services system—one of the largest providers of behavioral health services in the Upper 
Midwest—psychiatrists have access to consultation, collaborative management or referral with University of Minnesota Department 
of Psychiatry, University of Minnesota Physicians and Behavioral Healthcare Providers. In addition, these positions have an 
established referral base of Fairview employed primary care and subspecialty physicians.

Psychiatrists employed with Fairview enjoy:
�� $�IXOO\�LQWHJUDWHG�HOHFWURQLF�PHGLFDO�UHFRUG��(SLF�
�� &RPSHWLWLYH�FRPSHQVDWLRQ�ZLWK�VLJQLQJ�ERQXV
�� $�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�EHQHILWV�SDFNDJH�LQFOXGLQJ�JHQHURXV�WLPH�RII��DQQXDO�&0(�DOORZDQFH��PDOSUDFWLFH�LQVXUDQFH��D�UHWLUHPHQW�

plan, and much more

To learn more, visit fairview.org/physicians, call 800-842-6469 or email recruit1@fairview.org.
EEO/AA Employer

Congress Passes Comprehensive Addiction & Recovery Act 
The American Psychiatric Association (APA) praised the Senate’s 
overwhelming vote on July 13th in support of comprehensive 
legislation addressing the national opioid crisis. The Compre-
hensive Addiction and Recovery Act, S.524, was overwhelmingly 
approved by the House last week. The measure now goes to 
President Obama for his anticipated approval.

“We are encouraged by the bipartisan support for this legis-
lation—it encompasses many critical first steps toward fighting 
the nationwide opioid use epidemic,” said APA CEO and Medical 
Director Saul Levin, MD, MPA. “But we cannot stop here. These 
programs must be fully funded to be effective. APA looks for-
ward to continuing to work with Congress to curb this epidemic.” 

Nearly 2.5 million people in the U.S. have a substance use 
disorder involving heroin or prescription pain relievers, and more 
than 29,000 overdose deaths in 2014 were related to heroin or 
prescription pain relievers.

The Comprehensive Addition and Recovery Act includes a 
range of measures to address the growing addiction problem, and 
among them are:

��� 3URYLGHV�JUDQWV�WR�H[SDQG�DFFHVV�WR�OLIH�VDYLQJ�RSLRLG�
overdose reversal drugs (such as naloxone) and to expand 
access to addiction treatment services, including evidence-
based medication-assisted treatment.

��� 3URYLGHV�JUDQWV�WR�FRPPXQLW\�RUJDQL]DWLRQV�WR�GHYHORS�DQG�
enhance recovery services and build connections with other 
recovery support systems.

��� 3URYLGHV�JUDQWV�WR�VWDWHV�WR�FDUU\�RXW�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�
opioid abuse response, including education, treatment, and 
recovery efforts, prescription drug monitoring programs, 
and efforts to prevent overdose deaths. 

There is a monthly credit card  
payment option for APA/MPS dues 
payments.Call 1-800-35PSYCH or 
go to www.psych.org.  

Did you
know?
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

SMP PAC
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee

Your MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
a bit, encouraging conversations.  Dominic also helps us decide
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
disposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
agenda in 2009.  When possible, PAC contributions are hand-
delivered to the candidate over conversations.  A phone call,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
education, rather than simplistic spinning.

Not all funds we distribute stay “given.”  Many sitting
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
maximum.  Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
likewise with your own candidates.  They all need to know that

we exist, that we are person-
ally/actively involved, and that
we generate local warmth and
even heat, quite apart from

MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescrib-
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
freedoms.

In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
same issues surface again.

MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
patient access and safety.  Thanks for your support!  !
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C  A  L  E  N  D  A  R
September 24, 2016     
NAMI Walk at Minnehaha Park, Minneapolis, MN 
Contact Carrie Borchardt, MD, MPS Stigma 
Stompers Team Captain or MPS 651-407-1873

October 1, 2016      
MPS Fall CME Program Advancements in Assessment 
& Treatment of Mood Disorders 
Minnesota Humanities Center, St Paul, MN    
www.MnPsychSoc.org  651-407-1873

October 15, 2016   
Forum Guest: Eduardo Colón, MD, HCMC  
MPS Council Meeting 
PrairieCare Institute, 1934 Hennepin Ave, Ste 300 
Minneapolis, MN      651-407-1873

October 27, 2016   
Minnesota Reception at AACAP 
Hosted by Mayo. All Minnesotans welcome! 
San Diego, CA  www.MSCAP.org, 651-407-1873

November 5 2016   
MSCAP Summit—Pulling Together for Children’s  
Mental Health Ewald Conference Ctr, St Paul, MN  
MSCAP.org / MnPsychSoc.org, 651-407-1873

November 10 2016   
State-of-the-Art Pediatric Mental Health Event— 
Sponsored by PrairieCare 
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, MN 
www.Prairie-Care.com/resources/for-professionals/
prairiecare-education-series/

November 16, 2016  
Orange: A Theater  Experience Exploring Autism 
In collaboration with Mixed Blood Theater,  
MPS, MSCAP, & Fraser. CME approved 
Mixed Blood Theatre, Minneapolis, MN  
cme@parknicollet.com 952-993-3531
For Calendar Updates, go to www.mnpsychsoc.org
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DHS Appoints New Assistant Commissioner
DHS recently appointmented Claire E. Wilson as the new assistant commission-
er to the Community Supports Administration. This division of DHS develops 
statewide policy direction for mental health, disability services, alcohol and drug 
abuse, housing and support services, and deaf and hard of hearing services.

Most recently, Ms. Wilson served as the executive director of the Minnesota 
Association of Community Mental Health Programs (MACMHP) and has been 
an ongoing advocate for the mental health and substance use disorders commu-
nities. MPS looks forward to working with her in this new position. Q


